Blue and Green Water Footprint Assessment for China—A Multi-Region Input–Output Approach
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Abstract: Research on blue and green water footprints (WF) for China has typically been carried out based on bottom-up and top-down approach using a single-region input–output table. However, this research typically lacks detail on the sectoral interrelationships which exist between China and its trading partners in other countries/regions of the world. Here, a multi-region input–output approach using the WIOD database was applied to quantify the blue and green WF for China in 2009. The quantification was conducted from both production (WFP) and consumption (WFC) perspectives. The results show that the total WFP for China in 2009 was 1152.2 km$^3$, second only to India. At 1070.9 km$^3$, China had the largest WFC volume in the world. The internal WF was 953.5 km$^3$, taking the substantial share for both the WFC and WFP. Overall, China’s trade resulted in a net export of 53.5 km$^3$ virtual water. In contrast, the agricultural sector resulted in a net import of 70.6 km$^3$ virtual water to China, with United States, Brazil, and Canada acting as major suppliers.

This study suggests that quantifying the WF of China at global level through a MRIO framework is a necessary step towards achieving sustainability for China’s water management.
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1. Introduction

According to the World Economic Forum, water crises carry with them the greatest impacts and one of the highest risks of a range of identified global environmental, economic, societal, and technological threats [1]. China, the world’s most populous country, faces a water crisis characterized by per capita water resource substantially below the global average level [2]. In addition, water use predictions for China show an increasing trend in the future [3]. Recent research has placed China’s water issues in the global context through use of the water footprint (WF) indicator [4,5]. The WF of a country is defined as the total volume of freshwater used to produce the goods and services consumed by people in that country [6]. There are three components of the WF: blue, green, and grey. The blue WF refers to the consumption of blue water (surface and groundwater) resources in the supply chain. The green WF refers to the consumption of green water (soil water) resources, relating to agriculture, and the grey WF refers to the amount of fresh water required to assimilate pollutants to meet specific water quality standards [7]. Given that the concept of grey WF itself is still
in dispute, it was excluded from our study. For one thing, the results of grey WF will vary substantially based on different water quality standards and data sources of natural concentration [8]. For another, assessments of grey WF have overwhelmingly been focused on nitrogen-related pollutants (including the data sources from WIOD) despite other pollutants being known to exist in polluted waterbodies, which may therefore underestimate the grey WF [9]. For the reasons above, many studies excluded grey water in quantification of WF [10–12]. Both the blue and green WF are indicators of water quantity, whereas the grey WF is an indicator of water quality. Currently, studies on blue and green WF have been carried out at different spatial scales ranging from global scale [13], through river basin [14,15] and regional scales [16,17], to national [18–21] and urban scales [22,23].

WF quantification may be carried out from two perspectives: the production perspective and the consumption perspective. Initial assessments of WF from the production perspective only considered local water supply. Later, the production perspective was developed to include domestic WF and WF for export (also referred to as virtual water export) [13]. The WF for export was highlighted because governments tend to only focus on local water management and neglect water embodied in exported goods and services [24]. The consumption perspective includes domestic WF and imported WF. From the consumption perspective, whether a product or service originates from domestic or external production i.e., imported goods and services, it is attributed to the final consumption of local consumers.

The WF may be quantified through so-called bottom-up and top-down approaches. The bottom-up approach is often used to study WF of specific agricultural products, such as primary crop or animal products [25]. Based on the detailed process data, the bottom-up approach is one of the most popular approaches in water footprint studies for its simplicity and relatively good data availability [26]. This approach is generally unsuitable for industrial products which typically rely on multiple inputs and manufacturing steps which may originate in different regions/countries and industrial sectors, and is thus more complex. The top-down approach provides a more comprehensive assessment of water use by covering all economic activities in the industrial supply chain. It refers to an approach of decomposition from the highest to the lowest level within sub-system boundaries i.e., industrial sectors, countries, or river basins [27]. The top-down approach based on input–output analysis can measure WF across all economic sectors in different regions, overcoming the “truncation error” brought about by use of the bottom-up approach [28]. However, it should be mentioned that the top-down approach relies on inter-sectoral monetary transactions and more importantly on highly aggregated sectoral water use data, compared to the more detailed bottom-up approach, which relies on the physical/quantitative amounts rather than on monetary amounts.

As a country experiencing severe water stress and with good levels of economic and trade data availability, China is often chosen as a case for WF studies. Current studies on WF in China can be roughly divided into three categories: the first category is the inclusion of China in the study of global-scale WF. For example, Hoekstra and Mekonnen [13] highlighted China’s large share on total water footprint when quantifying global WF using a bottom-up approach. The second category is based on China as a single research area; tending to focus on agricultural products thus adopting the bottom-up approach. Zhao et al. [29] and Zhuo et al. [30], applied the bottom-up approach to calculating China’s WF in exploration of the factors affecting agricultural production. There are also plenty of studies using the bottom-up approach to quantify WF at regional/river basin level within China [31–34]. The final category is the adoption of the top-down approach with a single-region input–output (Sairo) table to quantify the water footprint for defined economic sectors when choosing China as a single research area. Zhao et al. [14] calculated China’s WF using the Sairo method, and verified that China was a net virtual water exporter when considering all economic sectors. Yang et al. [13] adopted Sairo based WF analysis to quantify WF of China between 1997–2007, and further investigated the factors of China’s growing water use. Wang et al. [35] provided detailed information on China’s WF changes under the influence of policy development using Sairo based analysis. However, using the Sairo method to define China as a single region fails to reflect its
important trading relations with other regions/countries. The multi-region input–output (MRIO)
approach can thus overcome this problem, however few studies have used MRIO to quantify China’s
WF and the interrelationships with other geographical areas.

The net virtual water import helps water scarce regions to save their water resources [36,37].
In order to achieve national water saving towards virtual water trade, it is important to know if China
is a net virtual water importer or exporter, in the meantime, identify the key countries/regions and
sectors that having intensive trade with China. Plenty of studies applied the bottom-up approach and
found China is a net virtual water importer of agricultural products [29–34], which can be traced back
to year 1961 [38]. In 2001, China became the largest virtual water importer of agricultural products
in the world, then the volume of virtual water import doubled to 71 km$^3$ in 2007 [39]. Although it
seems that China’s water resource is saved due to import of agricultural products, the SRIO accounting
showed that China has been experiencing water loss for being a net virtual water exporting country of
all economic sectors during the period 2000–2012 [19,40]. However, the results from SRIO method can
raise questions, because the SRIO method assumes the technical coefficients of imported products are
the same with that of domestic products. In reality, imports come from different countries/regions
with different production technology and therefore technical coefficients. The MRIO method can
overcome the above challenge by distinguishing countries/regions and corresponding production
technology. Seldom have studies applied the MRIO method to examine China’s virtual water trade
with other countries/region. A notable exception is from Lenzen et al. [41], who employed a global
MRIO database, named Eora, to quantify the global virtual water trade in the year 2000, and found
China was the third largest net virtual water exporter in the world, next to Thailand and Pakistan.
Since the above study focused on global virtual water network, detailed information related to China’s
virtual water trade with key countries/regions and sectors are absent. In addition, an update of
research year is needed.

This study therefore utilizes MRIO analysis to assess the blue and green WF of China from
both the production and consumption perspectives. The aim is to put China’s water use pattern
into a global context through linking China’s virtual water trade with other countries in sectoral
details. From production perspective, we investigate how the water use in China virtually flows
to fulfill domestic final demand and export to other countries/regions through the supply chain.
From consumption perspective, we can examine how the consumption of China drive the domestic
water use and virtual water import. The combination of both production and consumption perspectives
will provide a holistic view for China’s virtual water trade with other countries/regions, check if China
is a net virtual water exporter considering all economic sectors, and identify the key countries/regions
and sectors that having intensive trade with China. The global MRIO table World Input–Output
Database (WIOD) including the economic interrelationship between 40 countries/regions and
35 economic sectors was used to quantify the WF of China. A comparison between the results
from both production and consumption perspectives was then conducted.

2. Methodology and Data

2.1. Methodology

This study applies the MRIO framework to calculate the blue and green WF based on data from
the WIOD [42]. We used the Water Embodied in Trade (WET) method to quantify the blue and green
WF. The basic assumption of WET tables is as follows:

For an economy of region $r$, the total output $x^r$ (in vector form) is produced for intermediate
consumption and final consumption. The intermediate consumption includes domestic purchase $Z^{rr}$
and the sum of international purchase from different regions $s$ (export from region $r$ to $s$) $\sum_{s \neq r} Z^{rs}$.
Likewise, there are domestic purchases \( y'^r \) and international purchases \( \sum_{s \neq r} y'^s \) for final consumption. Hence, the total output \( x' \) is given by summing over intermediate and final consumption.

\[
x' = Z'^r + \sum_{s \neq r} Z'^s + y'^r + \sum_{s \neq r} y'^s
\]  
\(\text{(1)}\)

In a WET framework, the assumption is that bilateral trade between regions are all directed toward final consumption [43]. It means in Equation (1) there is no international purchase of intermediate consumption, and the international purchase of intermediate consumption is assigned to the international purchase of final consumption. This means \( \sum_{s \neq r} y'^s \) is replaced by \( \sum_{s \neq r} e'^s = \sum_{s \neq r} Z'^s + y'^r \), where \( \sum_{s \neq r} e'^s \) represents the international purchase of final consumption under the WET framework. Then the formulation of WET can be shown as

\[
x' = Z'^r + y'^r + \sum_{s \neq r} e'^s
\]  
\(\text{(2)}\)

To solve \( x' \) for any arbitrary final consumption, the technical coefficient \( A = Z/x \) was introduced which represents the intermediate inputs of each sector per unit of their output. In Equation (2), let \( Z'^r = A'^rx' \) where \( A'^r \) represents technical coefficients of domestic intermediate inputs

\[
x' = A'^r x' + y'^r + \sum_{s \neq r} e'^s
\]  
\(\text{(3)}\)

Equation (3) can be solved as

\[
x' = (I - A'^r)^{-1}(y'^r + \sum_{s \neq r} e'^s)
\]  
\(\text{(4)}\)

Equation (4) may be expanded to show the economic interrelationship among \( p \) regions, and the matrix form of WET for \( p \) regions is shown below.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x^1 \\
  \vdots \\
  x^p
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  A^{11} & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  \vdots & \vdots & A'^r & \cdots & 0 \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  0 & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & A^{pp}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x^1 \\
  \vdots \\
  x^p
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
  y^{11} + \sum_{s \neq 1} e^{1s} \\
  \vdots \\
  y^{pp} + \sum_{s \neq p} e^{ps}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
\(\text{(5)}\)

Full details may be obtained in Feng et al. [26] and Zhao et al. [44]. Herein, we utilized a simplified WET method to analyze China’s blue and green WF from the production and consumption perspectives.

The simplified WET framework can be expressed as

\[
x' = A^c x' + (y' + \sum e'^s)
\]  
\(\text{(6)}\)

where \( x' \) is the total output of China in vector form; \( A^c \) is the technical coefficient of China in the form of a matrix presenting the intermediate input value of each sector through output processes; \( y' \) is the vector form of domestic final consumption; and \( \sum e'^s \) is China’s export volume to satisfy the final consumptive demand of other regions \( s \).

Under the WET framework, the blue and green IWF can be expressed as

\[
iwf^c = \sum d^c \cdot (I - A^c)^{-1} \cdot y^c
\]  
\(\text{(7)}\)

where \( iwf^c \) is the internal water footprint of China; and \( d^c \) is the direct blue and green water intensity of China in diagonal matrix form representing direct blue and green water consumption per unit of output. \( (I - A^c)^{-1} \) is the Leontief inverse matrix, where \( I \) is the identity matrix; \( A^c \) is the technical coefficient matrix; and \( y^c \) is the diagonal matrix for total final demand of China.
The blue and green VWE can be expressed as
\[ \text{vwe}^c = \sum d^c (I - A^c)^{-1} \cdot \sum e^{cs} \] (8)
in which \( \text{vwe}^c \) is the virtual water export of China; and \( e^{cs} \) is the export from China to satisfy the consumptive demand of region \( s \) in diagonal matrix form.

The blue and green VWI can thus be expressed as
\[ \text{vwi}^c = \sum \sum d^s (I - A^s)^{-1} e^{sc} \] (9)
in which VWI is the virtual water import of China and is equal to the sum of exports from other regions \( s \) to China. \( d^s \) is the direct blue and green water intensity of region \( s \) in the form of a diagonal matrix; \( A^s \) is the technical coefficient matrix of the region \( s \); and \( e^{sc} \) is the export from region \( s \) to China in diagonal matrix form.

Combining the IWF and VWE, the production related blue and green WF of China can be calculated
\[ \text{wf}(p)^c = \text{iwf}^c + \text{vwe}^c \] (10)

Adding the IWF to VWI results in the consumption-related blue and green WF
\[ \text{wf}(c)^c = \text{iwf}^c + \text{vwi}^c \] (11)

2.2. Data

The MRIO table and blue and green water use data were collected from the WIOD [45]. The WIOD covers 40 countries/regions and 35 economic sectors for each country/region between 1995 and 2009 (sector details see Table 1). The water use data was derived from the multi-year average [45], we selected data from 2009 to acquire the latest available blue and green WF information. Because of data limitations Chinese Taipei is listed separately from Mainland China (China for short), and other countries/regions not shown are classified as rest of world (ROW). Data for 35 economic sectors are classified according to the International Standard Industrial Classification Revision 3 (ISIC Rev. 3); detailed sectoral information can be found in Table 1. Serrano et al. [16] obtained blue, green, and grey water use data from WIOD and applied an EE-MRIO model to examine environmental flows in the EU27 block of countries. However, no researcher has utilized MRIO tables from WIOD to assess water use in China. This approach helps to link economic activities in economic sectors with impacts on water resources; it also helps to distinguish between production and consumption based quantification.
Table 1. Sectoral allocation of China’s blue and green water footprint in 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector Abbreviation</th>
<th>Sector Full Name</th>
<th>IWF Unit: km$^3$</th>
<th>VWI Unit: km$^3$</th>
<th>VWE Unit: km$^3$</th>
<th>WFP Unit: km$^3$</th>
<th>WFC Unit: km$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secAtB</td>
<td>Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing</td>
<td>376.5</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>387.3</td>
<td>457.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secC</td>
<td>Mining and Quarrying</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec15t16</td>
<td>Food, Beverages, and Tobacco</td>
<td>204.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>218.7</td>
<td>212.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec17i18</td>
<td>Textiles and Textile Products</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec19</td>
<td>Leather, Leather and Footwear</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec20</td>
<td>Wood and Products of Wood and Cork</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec21k22</td>
<td>Pulp, Paper, Paper, Printing, and Publishing</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec23</td>
<td>Coke, Refined Petroleum, and Nuclear Fuel</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec24</td>
<td>Chemicals and Chemical Products</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec25</td>
<td>Rubber and Plastics</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec26</td>
<td>Other Non-Metallic Mineral</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec27k28</td>
<td>Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec29</td>
<td>Machinery, Nec</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec30i33</td>
<td>Electrical and Optical Equipment</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec34i55</td>
<td>Transport Equipment</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec36i37</td>
<td>Manufacturing, Nec; Recycling</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secE</td>
<td>Electricity, Gas and Water Supply</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secF</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>126.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td>126.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec50</td>
<td>Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Fuel</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec51</td>
<td>Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec52</td>
<td>Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles; Repair of Household Goods</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secH</td>
<td>Hotels and Restaurants</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec60</td>
<td>Inland Transport</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec61</td>
<td>Water Transport</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec62</td>
<td>Air Transport</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec63</td>
<td>Other Supporting and Auxiliary Transport Activities; Activities of Travel Agencies</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec64</td>
<td>Post and Telecommunications</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secF</td>
<td>Financial Intermediation</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec70</td>
<td>Real Estate Activities</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec71t74</td>
<td>Renting of M&amp;Eq and Other Business Activities</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secL</td>
<td>Public Admin and Defence; Compulsory Social Security</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secM</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secN</td>
<td>Health and Social Work</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secO</td>
<td>Other Community, Social, and Personal Services</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secP</td>
<td>Private Households with Employed Persons</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td></td>
<td>953.4</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>1106.4</td>
<td>1054.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

3.1. China’s Blue and Green Water Footprint from the Production Perspective

Globally, the total WF (blue and green water) from the production perspective (WFP) was 10,026.8 km$^3$ in 2009. China had the second largest blue and green WFP with a volume of 1152.2 km$^3$, second only to India (1170.3 km$^3$). WFP can be sub-divided into internal water footprint (IWF) and virtual water exports (VWE). The blue WFP of China was 299.3 km$^3$ with IWF contributing 248.9 km$^3$ (83.2%) and VWE contributing 50.4 km$^3$ (16.8%). The green WFP for China was 807.6 km$^3$, of which IWF contributed 704.6 km$^3$ (87.2%) and VWE was 102.9 km$^3$ (12.7%). Overall, domestic demand was the main driving force for China’s blue and green WFP.

As major importers of goods and services, developed countries were the main driving force behind China’s production and resulting water use. The United States topped this list with a blue water import volume of 13.7 km$^3$, followed by Japan (6.2 km$^3$), Germany (3.7 km$^3$), Korea (3.1 km$^3$), India (2.3 km$^3$), Canada (2.1 km$^3$), United Kingdom (2.0 km$^3$), Australia (1.8 km$^3$), Russia (1.8 km$^3$), and France (1.7 km$^3$) (see Figure 1 for details). The countries with the highest green VWI from China were consistent with those of blue VWI, albeit with a slightly different order. The United States was the largest green water importer (26.0 km$^3$), with Japan ranked second (14.8 km$^3$). Other countries ranked sequentially amongst the top 10 were Germany (6.9 km$^3$), Korea (5.5 km$^3$), Russia (5.4 km$^3$), Canada (4.8 km$^3$), United Kingdom (4.3 km$^3$), India (4.3 km$^3$), Australia (3.7 km$^3$), and France (3.4 km$^3$). Amongst the top 10 combined blue and green VWI nations, developed countries contributed 103.6 km$^3$ outflow from China.

![Figure 1. Comparison of sectoral allocation of top 10 green/blue virtual water importing and exporting countries to/from China (km$^3$) in 2009.](image-url)

In terms of sectoral distribution, blue and green WF related to agricultural production (Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing) occupied a large proportion (19%) of blue water WFP, which may be sub-divided into blue IWF (58.1 km$^3$) and blue VWE (1.7 km$^3$) (Table 1). The agricultural sector also had the largest share of green WFP 327.5 km$^3$ (40.6%) of which IWF contributed 318.4 km$^3$ (97.2%) and...
VWE 9.1 km$^3$ (2.8%). In addition, the Food, Beverages, and Tobacco and Construction sectors were key contributing sectors for blue and green WFP. These two sectors were responsible for a total of 31.8% of blue WFP and 30.1% of green WFP. Detailed sectoral breakdowns by country are shown in Figure 1.

Looking at sectoral allocation of blue and green total VWE, the Textiles and Textile Products and Electrical and Optical Equipment sectors were major contributors to blue and green VWE of China, accounting for 41.1% and 43.3%, respectively. This is attributed to China’s export pattern and the mode of water use for production [4].

### 3.2. China’s Blue and Green Water Footprint from the Consumption Perspective

In 2009, the global blue and green water footprint from the consumption perspective (WFC) was 8728.1 km$^3$. Amongst the countries/regions considered, China had the largest combined blue and green WFC of 1070.9 km$^3$ (12.3%) of the global total. The WFC consists of internal water footprint (IWF) and virtual water import (VWI). China’s blue WFC was 277.0 km$^3$, of which 248.9 km$^3$ (89.8%) was blue IWF, and 27.8 km$^3$ (10.2%) was blue VWI. For green WFC, China’s total was 793.9 km$^3$ with IWF contributing 81.0% and VWI 19.0% as imports of goods and services from other countries in order to fulfill domestic demand. Although domestic demand was largely satisfied through internal production, imports provided a substantial amount of blue and green water (100.4 km$^3$), which was roughly equal to the total blue and green WF of Turkey (102.4 km$^3$).

The countries/regions mainly exporting blue and green water to China tended to be developed countries, such as United States, Canada, Australia, and Japan. China imported the largest amount of blue VWI from United States 4.0 km$^3$ (14.4%), followed by Brazil (1.8 km$^3$), India (1.3 km$^3$), Russia (1.0 km$^3$), Canada (0.9 km$^3$), Australia (0.6 km$^3$), Japan (0.5 km$^3$), Chinese Taipei (0.4 km$^3$), Sweden (0.2 km$^3$), and Indonesia (0.2 km$^3$). For green VWI, China imported the largest amount from Brazil (19.2%) and United States (16.5%), followed by Canada (6.6 km$^3$), Russia (6.4 km$^3$), Indonesia (6.0 km$^3$), Australia (5.4 km$^3$), India (3.3 km$^3$), France (0.4 km$^3$), Korea (0.3 km$^3$), and Chinese Taipei (0.3 km$^3$). It is worth noting that some countries/regions were found to be both significant exporters and importers of blue and green water to/from China, such as United States, Canada, Australia, India, and Korea. This is mainly because trade conducted between these countries/regions and China was more intense than with other countries, thus contained more blue and green water embodied in traded commodities.

The agricultural sector took the largest share for both blue and green WFC. For blue WFC, this sector consumed 64.1 km$^3$ (23.1%) of China’s total blue WFC, consisting of 58.1 km$^3$ of IWF and 6.0 km$^3$ of VWI. For green WFC, the agricultural sector accounted for 393.7 km$^3$ (78.3%) with 318.4 km$^3$ provided by IWF and 75.4 km$^3$ provided by VWI. The Food, Beverages, and Tobacco sector was another main sector for China’s blue and green WFC, accounting for 13.6% of blue WFC and 22.1% of green WFC.

The sectoral distribution of the main countries/regions exporting virtual water to China was different. In terms of green VWI, China mainly imported water via the agricultural sector from Brazil (30.2 km$^3$), United States (24.7 km$^3$), Canada (5.4 km$^3$), Russia (5.2 km$^3$), Australia (4.2 km$^3$), and India (2.4 km$^3$). Green VWI imports from France, Indonesia, Chinese Taipei, and Korea were mainly through the Food, Beverages, and Tobacco sector. Concerning blue VWI, virtual water flowed from United States, Australia, India, and Brazil into China via the agricultural sector. The Mining and Quarrying sector also took a large share with blue VWI flowing from Brazil (0.5 km$^3$), Russia (0.3 km$^3$), and Canada (0.2 km$^3$) to China. Blue VWI from Japan and Chinese Taipei was mainly via the Chemicals and Chemical Products and Electrical and Optical Equipment sectors. Sweden is noteworthy for being different from other countries in that it had a relatively scattered sectoral distribution, with the Pulp, Paper, Paper, Printing, and Publishing; Electricity, Gas, and Water Supply; and Renting of M&Eq and Other Business Activities sectors contributing the most (see Figure 1 for details).
3.3. Net Blue and Green Virtual Water Flows of China

Overall, China’s blue and green virtual water trade had a net export status. VWE (153.3 km$^3$) exceeded VWI (99.8 km$^3$) thus creating a net outflow of 53.5 km$^3$. For blue water, trade had a net export effect with VWE exceeding VWI by 38.8 km$^3$. The top five destinations of China’s net blue water flows were United States (13.7 km$^3$), Japan (6.2 km$^3$), Germany (3.7 km$^3$), Korea (5.5 km$^3$), and India (5.4 km$^3$). The net green VWE for China was 53.3 km$^3$ with Japan (14.7 km$^3$), Germany (6.8 km$^3$), Korea (5.1 km$^3$), United Kingdom (4.3 km$^3$), and France (3.0 km$^3$) being the main destinations (Figure 2). The main net blue and green water flows can be seen in Figure 3. The majority of blue water exports was to developed countries such as United States, Japan, Germany, Korea, United Kingdom, Australia, and France. A large volume of green water was also exported to developed countries such as United States, Japan, Germany, Korea, United Kingdom, Australia, and France. The agricultural sector was the most demanding sector for water with net 70.6 km$^3$ blue and green VWI, comprising 4.3 km$^3$ (11%) of blue VWI, and 66.3 km$^3$ (89%) green VWI. The global distribution of net virtual water via the agricultural sector was consistent with virtual water flows. United States (3.0 km$^3$), Brazil (0.9 km$^3$), Indonesia (0.7 km$^3$), Australia (0.4 km$^3$), and Russia (0.1 km$^3$) were the main blue water exporters to China’s agricultural sector. Brazil (30.1 km$^3$), United States (23.2 km$^3$), Canada (5.2 km$^3$), Russia (4.6 km$^3$), and Australia (4.1 km$^3$) were the top five green water suppliers to the agricultural sector.

Figure 2. Destinations for net green/blue virtual water exports of China in 2009 (km$^3$).
Figure 3. Net virtual water imports of 40 countries/regions and net virtual water flow directions for China in 2009 (km$^3$). The color of each country/region represents its total net blue or green virtual water import value and the direction of each arrow represents net blue or green virtual water import value between China and other countries/regions. If the value is positive, the arrow should flow towards China, whereas, if the value is negative, the arrow should flow towards other countries/regions. (a) net blue water import; (b) net green water import.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we utilized the MRIO approach to assess China’s blue and green WF under the influence of global trade. In contrast to single-region input–output approaches or bottom-up approaches, the MRIO approach may be applied to facilitate analysis of both internal and external WF with detailed industrial and manufacturing sectoral information. As a result, the MRIO approach can assign consumer responsibility for blue and green water consumption to specific sectors in different countries/regions having trade links with China. Hence, our study analyzed China’s water issues from a global perspective, without which attempts at local water management are likely fail since trade patterns and linkages are essentially invisible [16]. Our approach presents opportunity for greater consumer awareness and governmental/corporate responsibility at global level, and the setting of globally agreed standards for the protection of the environment and legal liabilities including economic and social exploitation based on virtual water flows. Quantifying blue and green WF with the MRIO framework is the first step towards incorporating China’s water management into a global
perspective, thus allowing WF and virtual water trade to be taken into consideration when formulating international trade and associated tariffs.

As the country with the largest population in the world, China has played an important role in global network of virtual water trade. In terms of major trade partners of China, different patterns have been found for the countries/regions and sectors from importing and exporting side. Regarding the virtual water import of China, it is noted that Brazil, the United States, and Canada were the largest blue and green virtual water suppliers to China with the total volume of 33.55 km\(^3\), 31.22 km\(^3\), and 7.5 km\(^3\) virtual water flows to China in 2009, respectively. This is because China imported large amounts of agricultural products from these countries due to large food demand from its people. While looking at China’s virtual water export, China exported most of its virtual water (blue and green) to the United States, Japan, Korea, Germany, and the United Kingdom, which are mainly developed countries. This virtual water was mainly exported via the manufacturing sectors, such as Textiles and Textile Products; Electrical and Optical Equipment; and Food, Beverages, and Tobacco. Overall, China’s export overtaken its import, making China a net virtual exporter to Japan, Germany, Korea, United Kingdom, France, etc. which are mostly developed countries. Virtual water exporting generates water loss and exerts additional water stress to China. Clearly, the characteristics of virtual water trade between China and its trade partners is a reflection of China’s global trade pattern, and such pattern will not be simply changed for the sake of water saving. So a realistic way to reduce virtual water exporting of China is to improve the industrial water use efficiency towards the above mentioned large exporting sectors. To achieve this goal, incentive mechanisms are required to promote water-saving technologies for manufacturing industry [44].

The agricultural sector was found to contribute most to China’s WFC and WFP. The sectoral distribution results also showed this sector contributed most (80.7%) to China’s blue and green VWI. Although China was a net total virtual water importing country in 2009, its agricultural sector was a net virtual water exporter. These results are consistent with the findings of Zhao et al. [14]; in addition our results show that the top 10 blue and green virtual water exporting countries/regions to China did so mainly through the agricultural sector. From Figure 1, it can be seen that United States was the largest blue water exporter, contributing 3.3 km\(^3\) blue water to China through its agricultural sector, with Brazil ranked second (1.0 km\(^3\)). In terms of green water, Brazil contributed most to China’s green VWI with 30.2 km\(^3\) (95.0%) flowing into China’s agricultural sector, United States ranked second with 24.7 km\(^3\), and Canada was third with of 5.4 km\(^3\). Overall, United States, Brazil, and Canada exported the most blue and green water to China’s agricultural sector. This finding is consistent with previous studies, which applied the bottom-up methodology to quantify the WF of agricultural products [13,46,47]. For example, through a WF analysis of specific agricultural products Dalin et al. [47] found that large amounts of soybean were imported from United States, Brazil, and Canada making these countries major VWI suppliers to China. Although China’s agricultural policy is based on self-sufficiency, double-digit economic and population growth means it is increasingly dependent on external agricultural inputs [46]. The volume of virtual water import of agricultural products has increased 200% from 2001 to 2007 [40]. Specifically, the large increase of virtual water import was mainly because of the increased import of soybean, which has been almost relaxed of all importing restriction in 2000 [48]. It is also found that 93% of food related virtual water imports from China in 2005 are associated with soy-based commodities [49]. With increasing internal demand for agricultural products, including more water intensive products, the net virtual water export status of China could be reversed in the near future. Hence, water and food security of China should be further analyzed in the context of global trade and rising consumer affluence.

This study is subject to several limitations. First, the MRIO approach is used for the quantification. So the general limitations and assumptions in MRIO also apply to our quantification. Detailed information of such limitations can refer to Wiedmann [50], and overcoming these limitations is beyond the scope of this study. Second, sectoral aggregation of MRIO tables from WIOD data influences the accuracy of quantification [38]. For WIOD data, detailed agricultural sectors were aggregated as a
single sector, i.e., Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing. Specific crop and animal products which contribute most to green and blue water demand need further examination. In addition, the WIOD data only cover 39 countries/regions, which are mainly OECD and EU countries. This makes the interrelationships of China with its trade partners incomplete. Choosing another global MRIO model with a more detailed country list and sectoral information of agriculture (for example, GTAP) can overcome this problem. Third, the study is static for only assessing the WF for one single year. The evolution of China’s WF and virtual water trade from 2009 to the present remains unknown. Overcoming limitations of data collection and static analysis can lead to a more accurate quantification and a more reliable recommendation.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have quantified blue and green WF of China from both production and consumption perspectives using a MRIO framework. The advantage of MRIO is that it also allows detailed analysis from a range of primary, secondary and tertiary sectors, allowing for the complex supply chain interactions existing within and between them. The results of the production based account illustrate the impact of international trade on China’s water use, and provide detailed sectoral information of blue and green virtual water exports. The results from the consumption based account attribute water use to 35 sectors and 40 countries/regions are in accordance with previous WF studies for China. In particular, the large demand for agricultural products has resulted in large VWI. Our study also provides a global perspective, with detailed sectoral information of 39 other countries/regions for assessing China’s water consumption. With blue and green WF quantified, virtual water flows between China and the world are clear, thus providing data support for the sustainable use of water resources in China. Such an approach opens up the possibility of dialogue in international trade negotiations with potential to improve global water security. Further studies could also be focused on grey WF in China to assess water pollutant mitigation or other environmental impacts brought about by international trade and pollution outsourcing. Finally, the MRIO approach can be further developed with more detailed regional information and explicit information for the range of agricultural products.
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